IS YOUR POOL COVER THIS SAFE?

LOOP-LOC® COVERS
SAFETY POOL COVERS | 2016
MADE IN THE USA
SAFETY SWIMMING POOL COVERS

PROTECT YOUR FAMILY WITH THE ONLY MESH POOL COVER THAT PASSED THE ELEPHANT TEST.

LOOP-LOC® puts an unbreakable “lock” on your pool to protect your family. Only LOOP-LOC is available with the patented CABLE-LOC™ and GAPGUARD® Child Safety Intrusion Barriers. They close the dangerous gaps created where raised obstructions meet the cover’s edge, so there’s no way a child or pet can slip through.

LOOP-LOC’s exclusive Computer Aided Design ensures a perfect, custom fit for any shape or size pool: from a simple square to the most complex installation, LOOP-LOC can manufacture a custom cover with the perfect fit for any pool or spa.

LOOP-LOC always stays tight, clean and beautiful on your pool – unlike a saggy, unsightly waterbag cover that becomes a dangerous, slippery swamp after just a few rains. LOOP-LOC’s super dense mesh allows rain to drain through. The cover stays dry and beautiful in any weather!

Unlike solid waterbag covers, a LOOP-LOC requires no pumping, scrubbing or heavy maintenance. Plus, it’s easy to install and remove with LOOP-LOC’s unique anchoring system.

(Please note: “Bubbles” the elephant, is seen standing on the mesh cover as a demonstration of the substantial amount of weight that LOOP-LOC covers can withstand in the event of an emergency. Contact with sharp-hooved animals will damage the covers.)
UNIQUE ANCHORS
Offers ultimate protection and fit flush with the deck.

AVAILABLE IN GREEN OR YOUR CHOICE OF DESIGNER BLACK, GRAY, TAN OR BLUE TO COMPLEMENT YOUR OUTDOOR DÉCOR.

LOOP-LOC covers not only meet, but exceed, ASTM standards for Safety Swimming Pool Covers F 1346-91. To show our commitment and dedication to the safety and security of your family, LOOP-LOC covers have undergone extensive outside testing through Underwriters Laboratories (UL) and have earned the seal of approval for safety swimming pool covers.
LOOP-LOC® IS PROUD TO SUPPORT THE FIGHT AGAINST BREAST CANCER.

In 2016, LOOP-LOC will donate $25,000 to Susan G. Komen® in support of its mission to save lives and end breast cancer forever.

HERE’S HOW YOU CAN SHOW YOUR SUPPORT, TOO.

Join us in this worthy cause by ordering a LOOP-LOC cover with the Komen Running Ribbon logo sewn right in for an additional $100. LOOP-LOC will then donate $90 for each sew-in ordered. It’s a wonderful way to display your commitment and donate, too.
WHY SUPPORT SUSAN G. KOMEN®?

Komen is the only breast cancer organization attacking the disease on all fronts: in research, community outreach, education, advocacy and global work.

Your generosity will help support local organizations to pay for breast cancer treatment and screening for people in need, and to fund research that will eventually cure breast cancer.

Since 1982, Komen has contributed to many of the advances made in the fight against breast cancer. They’ve transformed how the world treats and talks about this disease and has helped turn millions of people into breast cancer survivors.

Susan G. Komen’s promise is to save lives and end breast cancer forever by empowering people, ensuring quality care for all and energizing science to find the cures. For more information, please contact Susan G. Komen® at 5005 LBJ Freeway, Suite 250, Dallas, Texas 75244 or visit www.komen.org

Upon request, a person may obtain from Susan G. Komen or the New York State Attorney General, a copy of the last financial report filed by the organization with the attorney general. Office of the Attorney General, Department of Law, Charities Bureau, 120 Broadway, New York, NY 10271. Not available on Canadian or international orders.
SUPER DENSE MESH

PROTECT YOUR FAMILY WITH THE ONLY MESH POOL COVER THAT PASSED THE ELEPHANT TEST.

You’ll probably never need a pool cover safe and strong enough to support the weight of “Bubbles,” the African elephant seen on the cover. But imagine how safe you’ll feel owning the only pool cover that’s proven it can: the LOOP-LOC® Safety Swimming Pool Cover.

+ BLOCKS VIRTUALLY ALL SUNLIGHT
+ LETS RAIN AND MELTING SNOW EASILY DRAIN THROUGH
THERE’S ONLY ONE LOOP-LOC®.

HERE ARE 15 REASONS WHY.

1. A LOOP-LOC cover is the only safety cover to be awarded UL certification year after year.

2. Mesh construction lets rain and melting snow drain right through.

3. LOOP-LOC is so durable, it’s backed by a 15-year prorated warranty and so safe, it may reduce your liability insurance.

4. LOOP-LOC is so lightweight, putting it on and taking it off your pool is a snap.

5. LOOP-LOC blends beautifully into any backyard, with your choice of standard Spring Green or four optional designer colors.

6. LOOP-LOC’s patented CABLE-LOC™ and GAPGUARD® Child Safety Intrusion Barriers close the gap created when a pool includes raised obstructions located at the cover’s edge.

7. The polyester bonded thread used in LOOP-LOC covers is 30% stronger in thread size and produces a higher margin of safety in all seams (compared to our competitors).

8. Double perimeter webbing and double-thick straps give our covers an incredibly high break strength.

9. We use extremely high-strength, non-corrosive 302/304 grade stainless steel springs for superior weight-bearing capacity.

10. Unique brass anchors recess flush with the deck when the cover is removed.

11. We sew the webbing to the cover using contrasting white thread, instead of black, to ensure that not a single stitch is missed.

12. We use 87% black yarn in our fabric for superior UV stability.

13. Chafe strips are manufactured with exclusively virgin material – not “regrind,” which tends to stain decking.

14. Non-corrosive aluminum tips are double-notched for stability.

15. The large X-tacking on LOOP-LOC straps is sewn manually for precise placement and maximum strength.
Cover without panels blocks 100% of sunlight and comes with automatic pump, which must be used at all times to meet ASTM safety cover standards.

Superior “bounce back” eliminates ugly pockets of water and debris.

Cover is tough

NOW PATENTED, ULTRA-LOC II® SOLID SAFETY COVER IS TOUGHER THAN TOUGH, STRONGER THAN STRONG!

LOOP-LOC® covers not only meet, but exceed ASTM standards for Safety Swimming Pool Covers F 1346-91. To show our commitment and dedication to the safety and security of your family, LOOP-LOC covers have undergone extensive outside testing through Underwriters Laboratories (UL) and have earned the seal of approval for safety swimming pool covers.

+ 0% VINYL
+ 100% RECYCLABLE ULTRA-STRONG MATERIAL
+ 15-YEAR PRORATED WARRANTY
You no longer have to choose between the light weight of a mesh pool cover and the light-blocking benefits of a solid cover. Revolutionary ULTRA-LOC II® gives you the best of both worlds!

IT’S THE ONLY SOLID SAFETY POOL COVER THAT:

✓ Is environmentally-friendly because its 100% ultra-strong polypropylene material (0% vinyl) is 100% recyclable.

✓ Bounces back better and drains super fast. No more ugly pockets of water and debris that is found with typical solid vinyl covers.

✓ Requires no scrubbing or heavy maintenance like solid waterbag covers. And it’s much lighter in weight than typical solid vinyl covers, so putting it on and taking it off your pool is a snap!

✓ Fits any pool or spa perfectly, from a simple square to a complex installation with a custom cover.
COMMERCIAL COVERS
LOOP-LOC® KEEPS YOUR FACILITY SAFE AND SAVES YOU MONEY.

In the off season, an empty, unsupervised commercial pool can be an invitation for disaster. Locked gates or fences alone have often proved ineffective in preventing children and pets from gaining access to the pool area.

+ MANUFACTURED WITH THE HIGHEST QUALITY MATERIALS
+ BUILT SUPER STRONG TO PROTECT CHILDREN
+ 15-YEAR PRORATED WARRANTY
LOOP-LOC® SPECIFICATIONS
EXCEEDS ASTM STANDARD F 1346-91 FOR COMMERCIAL AND RESIDENTIAL INSTALLATIONS.

MATERIAL:
Polypropylene-extruded monofilament yarn. 525 denier in the warp and 595 denier in fill. 41 x 20 construction plus 80% minimum black yarn and 20% minimum green yarn for best U.V. stability. Burst strength of material is 650 P.S.I.

ULTRA-LOC®:

WEBBING:
1” wide polypropylene, polyester with nylon filler. Minimum break strength: 2,100 pounds single. To be used double-thick for minimum strap break-strength of 4,200 pounds. Minimum 90% black yarn. (Cotton, wool or other natural fibers treated or untreated are unacceptable for safety cover use).

CHAFING STRIPS:
(Under cover) 1” minimum width, 20” to 36” long (depending on cover overlap) extruded solid, virgin vinyl 3/16” thick. All inside corners heavily padded.

SAFETY BARRIER/GAPGUARD®:
Solid, virgin vinyl 3” extrusion for raised walls, etc., and 15” extrusion for raised steps as needed to meet (or exceed) ASTM Safety Standard F 1346-91. LOOP-LOC Patent No. 4,982,457.

THREAD:
Dabond polyester Veemo - UVR. Size 138. Three rows of stitching all directions.

STANDARD SPRINGS:
302/304 stainless steel, two draw-bar compression type with thick vinyl tubular deck-protective covers. For residential applications.

COMMERCIAL SPRINGS:
Made from the same high quality material as our standard springs, 302/304 stainless steel. Draw-bar and coil wire diameter increased to handle larger load capacities with thick vinyl tubular deck-protective covers. For covers over 2,500 sq. ft.

ANCHORS:
Brass, flush-mounted in deck with screw-type insert. 4,000 pound break strength at neck.

INSTALLATION TOOLS:
30” long steel rod, with notched end and plastic grip.

FINISHED COVER:
To have sections approximately 3” x 3”. (For residential rectangular pools only, cover may be made with approximately 5’ x 5’ sections.) All straps to be “X”-tacked at cover edge with stainless steel buckles and aluminum tips.

WARRANTY:
Safety cover will have a 15-year prorated warranty.

✓ Save big on water because the pool doesn’t need to be drained at the end of every season.
✓ Have the potential to lower your liability insurance premium.
✓ Extend the life of your pool by reducing the need for repainting or replastering.
✓ Help the environment. Keeping the pool filled means you don’t have to worry about disposing of chlorine and chemically treated water, an environmental hazard that many states are in the process of regulating.
UNIQUE SOLUTIONS FOR ONE-OF-A-KIND POOLS

CABLE-LOC™
WE’VE RAISED THE BAR ON RAISED WALL INSTALLATION.
Installing LOOP-LOC® safety covers on pools with raised walls is now a whole lot easier for you – and a more beautiful experience for your customers. Our innovative, new, patented CABLE-LOC treatment features flexible anchor positioning for much faster installation, exceptional quality materials, and a sleek new look that homeowners will love!

• 33% FEWER ANCHORS • FASTER & EASIER TO INSTALL
• ELEGANT & STURDY DESIGN • NEW “INVISIBLE” CABLE-LOC AVAILABLE IN 2016!

1. New smaller-profile CABLE-LOC barrier is segmented to better adapt to walls
2. Aircraft-quality stainless steel cable has 5,000 lb. break strength
3. Maximum 18” anchor spacing

AQUA-LOC®
THE ZIPPED-UP SOLUTION FOR OBSTRUCTIONS AND Oversized POOLS.
Large commercial pools and pools with rails and other non-removable raised obstructions have always posed challenges for safety swimming pool cover installation. LOOP-LOC’s patented AQUA-LOC treatment is easy to install, easy to use, and greatly reduces the need for strap-and-buckle treatments. Meets all ASTM standards for safety covers.

1. YKK industrial zipper secures cover sections
2. Black urethane UV coating protects zipper
3. Stainless steel block prevents zipper from being opened
4. Key-lockable cable secures block in place

PROTECT-A-GAP™
THE SAFEST, SIMPLEST WAY TO CLOSE GAPS CREATED BY RAISED SPAS.
LOOP-LOC’s patented PROTECT-A-GAP technology is the perfect safety cover solution for raised spas, waterfalls, rises or any obstruction higher than 9”, where a two-cover treatment is not desired. It is easy to install and can be “field fit” to provide the most secure gap barrier for each cover. Plus, the materials are flexible enough to provide a close fit on virtually any shape. With PROTECT-A-GAP, you can feel confident that your pool will remain safe and secure.
LOGO-LOC™

Now you can customize your pool cover with a statement that’s all about you with LOGO-LOC. Want to personalize your cover by adding family, favorite destinations, pets, monograms? Send a photo.

Want to promote your hotel, brand, condominium, business? Send us your logo.

Thanks to LOGO-LOC, your pool will draw attention to whatever you want to showcase.

+ CUSTOMIZE YOUR POOL COVER WITH A HI-RES IMAGE OF AT LEAST 300 DPI

+ MONOGRAMS, PICTURES, SCENES COMPANY LOGOS ACCEPTED

+ MAXIMUM LOGO IMAGE AREA: 16’ (W) X 150’ (L)

+ TWO-PIECE LOGOS WELCOMED
Owners of on-ground pools (surrounded by at least 2 feet of deck*) can enjoy the same safety, strength and protection that owners of in-ground pools have enjoyed for years with a LOOP-LOC® On-Ground safety cover.

ON-GROUND POOL COVERS

SUPERIOR SAFETY, STRENGTH AND PROTECTION.

+ GOES ON & OFF IN A SNAP!
+ UNIQUE PATENTED BRACKET FITS MANY DECKS
+ BUILT SUPER STRONG TO PROTECT CHILDREN & PETS

THE ONLY ON-GROUND POOL COVER GOOD ENOUGH TO BE LOOP-LOC

✓ Mesh lets rain pass through, so no hazardous standing water collects on top.
✓ Also available in ULTRA-LOC® solid.
✓ Non-corrosive type 302/204 stainless steel springs and double-notched aluminum tips.
✓ Durable double-thick solid polypropylene webbing straps surround entire perimeter, not just corners.
✓ Easy to maintain. Mesh fabric requires no scrubbing when you remove it.

*NOTE: Pool must be surrounded by a self-supporting deck at least 2 feet wide. Not for basic above-ground pools.
THE FIRST REMOVABLE FENCING GOOD ENOUGH TO COME FROM LOOP-LOC®!

While there’s no substitute for adult supervision, BABY-LOC provides a convenient extra layer of protection to help deter toddlers from gaining access to a swimming pool, raised deck or dock.

+ HEIGHTS OF 4.5’ OR 5’ EXCEEDS U.S. CONSUMER PRODUCT GUIDELINES

+ HIGH QUALITY CONSTRUCTION

+ EASY SET UP & REMOVAL

+ CONVENIENT & HASSLE-FREE
LOOP-LOC® LUXURY LINERS

2016
A designer swimming pool liner can be the spectacular centerpiece of your backyard environment, transforming your pool into a true work of art. LOOP-LOC® Luxury Liners are the first in-ground pool liners good enough – and beautiful enough – to come from the one and only LOOP-LOC, the company known for the ultimate safety pool cover.

Whether you would like to update the look of your current in-ground pool or enhance the beauty of one you’re building, with LOOP-LOC’s selection, you’re sure to find the Luxury Liner that’s perfect for you.

**CHOICE OF 31 ELEGANT DESIGNER PATTERNS.*

+ MORE EXCLUSIVE DESIGNS THAN ANY OTHER MANUFACTURER
+ HIGHEST QUALITY VIRGIN VINYL IN DURABLE 20 & 28 MIL.
+ OPTIONAL ALL-PRINT LINERS FOR ANY BOTTOM PATTERN DESIGN
+ PERFECT FIT FOR ANY POOL
+ EXCLUSIVE 20-YEAR PRORATED WARRANTY

*Please note that while we try to accurately show our patterns in terms of color and selvage edges, photos are not always exact and may not print correctly. It is highly recommended that you ask your swimming pool professional to show you a sample case containing real swatches of these patterns before placing your order. Some patterns may show seams more than others. Ask your dealer for details.
Dive into a pearl.

PearlEssence® Luxury Liners
Exclusively from LOOP-LOC®

Imagine, liners infused with iridescent inks to make them shimmer and sparkle, transforming any pool into a glittering oasis. On the next six pages, get a glimpse of the beauty of our new PearlEssence line. Quite simply, there is no finer liner.
OPALESCENT BLUES

Enjoy the essence of PearlEssence®, created using silver iridescent inks and featuring shimmering blues in all their cool and captivating glory.

White Base/Avaliable in 20 & 28 mil.
Opalescent Blues textured step available.
LUMINOUS SOUL

Designed with gold iridescent inks to free your spirit and illuminate your senses with a tranquil, sparkling glow. Experience the luminescence of PearlEssence®.
BRONZE REFLECTIONS

Bronze iridescent inks create a bold and beautiful style to give your pool a serene yet rich glow that is characteristic of the PearlEssence® collection.

Cream Base/Avaliable in 20 & 28 mil.
Bronze Reflections textured step available.
Silver iridescent inks glitter like the proverbial silver lining of a cloud, or the glow of pearls – a most appropriate allusion to the PearlEssence® name.

White Base/Available in 20 & 28 mil.
Silver Cloud textured step available.
PLATINUM ONYX

This PearlEssence® pattern will dress your oasis in sleek and silvery tones; a shimmery, sophisticated look that perfectly matches pool aesthetics to those of fine couture.

Black Base/Available in 28 mil. only. Platinum Onyx textured step available.
MOONSTONE
W/WHITE GOLDEN SAND BOTTOM

Like floating in another world, this delightful and elegant PearlEssence® pattern uses gold iridescent inks to capture the glittering golden brilliance of the sun and radiate it upward.

White Base/Available in 20 mil. only.
White Golden Sand textured step available.
SPLASHING WAVES
W/MARINE SPARKLE BOTTOM

This fresh, fun design combines a playful border of dancing water waves with a glittering yet serene marine sparkle bottom.

OCEAN REEF
W/MARINE SPARKLE BOTTOM

The wondrous colors of the ocean depths are captured in all their shimmering beauty in this glistening liner design.

White Base/Available in 20 & 28 mil.
Marine Sparkle textured step available.
BIMINI ISLE
W/MARINE SPARKLE BOTTOM

This LOOP-LOC® exclusive combines exotic Bahamian elements with elegant style for a sparkling addition to any pool design.
BELIZE
W/BLUE BEACH PEBBLE BOTTOM

Turn your backyard into an exotic and tranquil locale, reminiscent of the romantic Caribbean. Enjoy sun-drenched days in the cool blue of Belize.

Dark Blue Base/Available in 20 & 28 mil.
Blue Beach Pebble textured step available.
MYKONOS
W/BLUE BEACH PEBBLE BOTTOM

True to the island “jewel” of the Aegean Sea for which it’s named, this new creation brings a beautiful deep blue to your backyard retreat.
SAG HARBOR
W/BLUE BEACH PEBBLE BOTTOM
The style is simple and serene... just like the Long Island destination for which it’s named.

HAMPTON BLUE*
W/BLUE BEACH PEBBLE BOTTOM
Classically elegant, this popular design brings out your pool water’s natural beauty.

*This pattern has a solid light blue selvage edge.

Dark Blue Base/Available in 20 & 28 mil. Blue Beach Pebble textured step available.
BALI
W/MOSAIC OCEAN BOTTOM

An island paradise of pristine beaches, refreshing ocean breezes and cascading waters are brought to life in your backyard.

Light Blue Base/Available in 20 & 28 mil.
Mosaic Ocean textured step available.

CONDADO
W/CARIBE PLAYA BOTTOM

This powerful yet elegant Spanish Revival style is evocative of old San Juan. Create your own, personal Caribbean hideaway.

Light Blue Base/Available in 20 & 28 mil.
Caribe Playa textured step available.
WAVESTONE
W/SEA BLUE BOTTOM
This LOOP-LOC exclusive design creation is an extraordinary blend of geometric purity and pure inspiration.

VIENNA
W/SEA BLUE BOTTOM
Reminiscent of the elegant spas of Europe, this understated, classic pattern creates a mood and sense of style you’ll never tire of.
SAPPHIRE SUNSET
W/SEA BLUE BOTTOM

It’s the moment you wait for all day . . . as the setting sun illuminates your perfect afternoon and exquisite color explodes on the horizon.
BRING THE AGELESS ELEGANCE OF A EUROPEAN TILED POOL TO YOUR BACKYARD.

BELLA VISTA
DESIGNED BY D & L
It's the moment you wait for all day... as the setting sun illuminates your perfect afternoon and exquisite color explodes on the horizon.

Bella Vista, the premier entry in our Boutique Collection, features a gorgeous yet subtle repeating mosaic pattern.

First place Golden Cylinder Award Winner from the Gravure Association of the Americas.

ACQUA BLU
DESIGNED BY D&L
ACQUA BLU

Acqua Blu, the second gorgeous pattern in our Boutique Collection, is like an elegant carpet of multi-toned mosaic tile. As if a group of fine, Italian craftsmen labored for weeks to create it.

White Base/Available in 28 mil. only. Acqua Blue textured step available.
HARMONY
W/LAGUNA RIVIERA BOTTOM
This gently interlaced pattern exemplifies why you installed a pool in the first place: to experience a spirit of peace and harmony. Enjoy.

SERENITY
W/LAGUNA RIVIERA BOTTOM
Gentle, intertwined waves of cool, blue tile patterns, designed to make your spirit float and your cares drift away . . . Serenity, at last!

Light Blue Base/Available in 28 mil. only. Laguna Riviera textured step available.

Light Blue Base/Available in 20 & 28 mil. Laguna Riviera textured step available.
PORTOFINO
W/SAND PEBBLE BOTTOM
Let the sophisticated tone of the Italian Riviera grace your private retreat with this elegant and timeless pattern.

SAHARA
W/SAND PEBBLE BOTTOM
The swirling desert hues in this selection form the perfect complement to the gentle breezes of a hot summer night.
PAWLEY’S ISLAND

The shoeless, carefree, laid-back lifestyle of one of America’s most venerated getaway spots is evoked in this lovely design.

TRIB BECA

Artsy, cool and oh so Deco: that’s the style and sophistication that this exclusive pattern brings to any backyard retreat.

Light Blue Base/Available in 20 & 28 mil. Bayview textured step available.
GRAND CASE
W/KONTIKI BOTTOM

Grand Case is the beach to be at in St. Martin. This beautiful, deep blue rolling pattern helps give your pool the same enviable status.

MAHO BAY
W/KONTIKI BOTTOM

Take a dip in serene waters with this sophisticated Caribbean-inspired design. It’s like spending the day in an intimate island cove.

ORIENT BEACH
W/KONTIKI BOTTOM

This LOOP-LOC® exclusive brings the freewheeling spirit of St. Martin into your own backyard haven. Get ready to enjoy sun-soaked days and sultry nights.
The Blue Grotto on the magical Isle of Capri creates breathtaking hues of blue light as the sun bursts through its waters. Now you can bring that magic home.

CAPTIVA

W/WHITEWASHED PEBBLE BOTTOM

Reminiscent of the pristine, pebble-strewn sand beaches of alluring Captiva Island.
You’ll want to kick off your sandals and dive right in!

Available in 28 mil. only.
Whitewashed Pebble textured step available.
TEXTURED PATTERNS
All textured patterns are available in 26 mil. for pool step applications.
SOLID PATTERNS

- **White**  
  Available in 28 mil. only.

- **Light Gray**  
  Available in 28 mil. only.

- **Tan**  
  Available in 30 mil. only.

- **Steel Gray**  
  Available in 20 mil. only.

- **Montauk Blue**  
  Available in 20 mil. and 28 mil.

- **European Blue**  
  Available in 28 mil. only.